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Component for MT5

Die schematic Die schematic

Component for MT10
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TRUMPF QUICK SET SYSTEM
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Cluster tool

Notices
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It needs process punch before flanging.

Bridge (Form-Up/Down) (Form-Up/Down)

Notices Notices
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(Form-Up/Down)
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Manual Multi Tools



Assembling and Disassembling Tool & Station A and B Wrench

Tooling Storage Cabinet

NEW PRODUCTS

Grinding Device for Surface Grinder

11

Instructions:

1. It's difficult to set and locate punch and die 
when grinding them by surface grinder.
2. Easy and simple to set and locate punch 
and die when use our grinding device.
3. The punch and die will not touch the 
magnetic chuck, the tooling won't be 
magnetized after grinding.
4. Rooftop and Whisper shear grinding 
available.
5. Available to use for Thick Turret A\B\C\D 
station punch & die grinding.
6. Rate Auto Grinder is better solution if you 
have high requirement of tooling grinding.

Classification for mold, locate, and better 
protect the mold, the installation more 
convenient and efficient

Easy to storage tooling, better protect tooling, 
convenient & efficient installation of tooling.
Can storage many sets of tooling:
A station, 3 layers, 25 sets of tooling per layer.
B station, 2 layers, 18 sets of tooling per layer.
C\D\E station, 2 layers, 16 sets of tooling per 
layer.

Instructions:

1. Most of customers use vise to clamp, it's unsafe, 
easy to damage tooling and waste of time.
2. With station A&B wrench, you can assembly and 
disassembly easily.
3. Available to all thick turret (long type ) tooling, 
standard is A/B/C/D station, E station is a option.
4. Available to some thin turret (short type ) tooling, 
also can disassembly thin turret standard B & D station 
tooling, 
and some forming tooling.
5. Safety, easy, time-saving, convenient.

Rate Auto Grinder

¦Simple operation, auto grinding.
¦Process monitoring system, highly intelligent, safety, high precision.
¦Combine servo system and CBN grinding wheel, high quality and efficient grinding.
¦With red, yellow, green single light, monitor working statues easily.
¦Small size, place it beside punching machine, you can grinding the tooling as  soon as tooling
    need grinding. 


